The ever-shorter time-to-market calls for efficient robust IC design algorithms. Robust circuits satisfy all design requirements across a range of operating conditions and manufacturing process variations. In the paper we propose an automated robust IC design and optimization process derived from the design algorithms utilized manually by experienced analog IC designers. We achieve this by transforming the robust design and optimization problem into a constrained optimization problem using tradeoff planes and penalty functions. We illustrate the method on a robust differential amplifier design problem. Circuits resulting from several different optimization runs show that a computer can not only improve existing circuit designs but it can also size a circuit with very little initial knowledge. The resulting circuits have comparable or even superior performance to humanly designed circuits. The method could easily take advantage of parallel processing but is still efficient enough to be run on a single computer.
Introduction
Due to the ever-shorter time-to-market the need for an efficient automated IC design and optimization algorithm has emerged [1] . One of the most important issues in analog IC design is the robustness. For a curcuit design to be robust, the resulting circuits must satisfy all design rerquirements over a range of operating conditions (that may occur during their use) and process variations (that may occur during their fabrication).
The design requirements are imposed on circuit characteristics. The circuit characteristics are expressed by real values, such as gain, phase margin, gain-bandwidth product, common mode rejection ratio, distortion, output rise time, input impedance, current consumption, etc. They are allowed to vary within the intervals prescribed by the design requirements. These intervals are prescribed only for those circuit characteristics which are of some relevance to the user of the circuit. A circuit satisfies the design requirements if all of its relevant circuit characteristics lie within their respective intervals defined in the design requirements.
Common operating conditions whose variations may cause improper circuit operation are power supply voltage, bias currents and load characteristics. The set of operating conditions also comprises various environmental effects such as temperature. The circuits resulting from robust circuit design satisfy the design requirements for a given range of operating conditions.
The variations of circuit component (transistor, capacitor, . . . ) properties arising from the manufacturing process variations can also cause a circuit to fail to fulfill the design requirements. IC manufacturers describe process variations by means of so called corner models. Corner models describe several extreme conditions, which may occur during IC fabrication and result in some extreme circuit component behaviour. For a CMOS process usually 4 different corner models are provided to the designer: worst one (WO), worst zero (WZ), worst power (WP) and worst speed (WS). Beside corner models, IC manufacturers also supply a typical mean (TM) model. In addition circuits can contain also capacitors, several different types of resistors, bipolar transistors, etc. Every such basic element is described by at least 2 independent corner models.
The robustness should be foreseen at the design stage and by that readily incorporated in the design. Otherwise, one can expect that only a small number of fabricated ICs will fulfil the design requirements at nominal operating conditions due to process variations. Furthermore only a fraction of these ICs will fulfil the design requirements in all foreseen operating conditions.
One of the main subjects of past research was to find efficient means of automated nominal design [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] . Automated nominal design however generally does not produce robust circuits. The resulting circuits satisfy the design requirements only in nominal operating conditions and for the typical process. In order to obtain a robust circuit design an additional step of design centering is required. Design centering techniques are either statistical [7, 8] or deterministic [9, 10, 11] .
The idea of robust design as sometimes practised by IC designers relies on the assumption, that the circuit characteristics reach their extreme values at points where the operating conditions and process variations take their so-called corner values. In order to establish whether the design is robust, designers examine the performance of the circuit for all combinations of corner values. Every such combination represents a corner point (or corner) of the design.
One should keep in mind that the number of corner points can be large. Beside CMOS corner models, and corner models of other elements (resulting from process variations), every operating condition brings along a nominal corner value and two extreme corner values (the minimal and the maximal value). For the operating temperature IC designers usually examine more than only two extreme corner values. The same can also be the case for other operating conditions and process variations.
The reason why one examines the circuit for more than only the two extreme corner values is the fact that the circuit characteristics are not necessarily monotonic functions of operating conditions and process variations. When these functions are not monotonic, the probability of making a wrong conclusion based on corner simulations increases with the distance between individual corner points. By examining the circuit at a larger number of "corner" points this distance is decreased.
During the process of robust design IC designers iterate corner point simulations and circuit parameter adjustments. Obviously the only part where the computer plays a role is the simulation. The process of parameter adjustment is still manually performed by the designer and is based on knowledge and past experience. The search for an automated analog IC design process may be viewed as the search for the transformation of the robust design problem (as perceived by the IC designer), into a (constrained) optimization problem. A broad range of well known algorithms can be applied to the resulting (constrained) optimization problem in order to obtain an automated analog IC design algorithm. Since IC designers often use a circuit structure (topology) that is known in advance and obtain a design by modifying the circuit parameters, we restrict ourselves to the robust design problems where the circuit structure is fixed.
In the following sections the robust design method is mathematically formulated, upon which a short introduction to optimization is given, followed by the description of the relationship between robust design and cost function used in the process of optimization. The cost function is divided in three parts of different magnitude: penalties for circuits whose behaviour is either way off the expected behaviour or even causes the simulator to fail at evaluating the circuit, penalties arising from design requirements, and a tradeoff plane. The use of the method is illustrated on a robust amplifier design problem. Finally the conclusions and ideas for future work are given.
Design methodology

Circuit design and corner points
The robust design process as perceived and practised by an IC designer is based on the notion of corner points. A corner point is a combination of corner models (that describe some manufacturing process variation) and operating conditions. Suppose that we have m different kinds of circuit elements (e.g. CMOS transistors, capacitors, resistors, . . . ) with a set of n i corner models for every one of them, describing process variations that affect that particular kind of circuit element.
There are M − m operating conditions and for every such operating condition we have a set of n i values that are of particular interest to the designer for the nominal operating conditions. The cross product of the M sets from eqs. (1) and (2) is the set of corner points C with cardinality K = M i=1 n i . In general a subset of these points is examined during the process of robust design
The performance of the circuit, (which is the result of some combination of process variations during its fabrication and operating conditions during its use), is described by a vector of N real values y = (y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y N ) ∈ R N . We represent the circuit as a function that for any combination of n circuit parameters denoted by vector x and some combination of process variations and operating conditions denoted by q produces a vector of circuit characteristics y.
In the following sections we also use the following notation for eq. (4):
Two vectors express the design requirements: a vector of lower bounds b = (b 1 
For the sake of simplicity we allow for any lower bound to take the value −∞, meaning that there is no lower bound on the respective circuit characteristic. Similarly any upper bound can take the value +∞, meaning that no upper bound exists on the respective circuit characteristic. A circuit with circuit parameters x satisfies the design requirements for a particular corner point q ∈ C if the following set of relations holds:
Let g(x) denote some continuous monotonically increasing function defined for x ≥ 0. Define a new function:
Eq. (6) is used to establish the relation between the robust design problem and the constrained optimization problem.
A circuit design is satisfactory if it satisfies the design requirements for all corner points from set C.
Constrained optimization
Problems of the form x 0 = min x∈S r(x), S ⊆ R n are n-dimensional unconstrained global optimization problems, x 0 is the global optimum and r(x) is a cost function. Most unconstrained optimization methods search merely for a local optimum, where ∇r(x) = 0.
If the search space is constrained, i.e. S ⊂ R n , the problem becomes a constrained optimization problem. The notion of global optimum remains unchanged, but the definition of local optimum changes.
The search space in constrained optimization is defined by means of constraints. In general two kinds of constraints exist. Explicit constraints have the form d i ≤ x i ≤ D i where x i can be any component of x. More complex relations define implicit constraints like h(x) ≥ 0 or h(x) = 0. The former one is an inequality constraint and the latter one is an equality constraint. Note, that h(x) can be any function. Handling implicit constraints is more complicated than handling explicit constraints.
Optimization algorithms applied to practical cases produce a decrease in the cost function value when compared to the initial value. But in general, a large amount of computing time and resources has to be invested in order to find the global optimum of an optimization problem. Generally one is satisfied if:
• an optimization algorithm provides an improvement over the best economically justified human design, • (at least partially) solves some problem without human intervention or • helps the designer to speed up the design process.
In the past many efficient optimization algorithms that rely on the cost function value along with the values of its derivatives were developed. The sensitivity information is generally not available from circuit simulators. SPICE [12] for example is capable of calculating small signal sensitivities, but there is no sensitivity information available for the transient analysis. Therefore one generally cannot determine the partial derivatives of the cost function with respect to the circuit parameters. A different class of optimization methods must be used. Direct search methods [13] rely only on cost function value and require no derivative information from the simulator. They are the methods of choice in this work.
Constraints on circuit performance
In order to exploit optimization for robust circuit design a cost function has to be defined. The cost function is supposed to rank the set of possible designs. Throughout the optimization all designs have the same structure (topology). Only the nominal circuit parameter values (x) are varied. Consider the following penalty function:
Function defined in eq. (7) penalises any design with one or more characteristics lying outside the intervals defined by the respective lower and upper bounds on circuit performance. The penalty is proportionate to the distance from the boundary of the interval. For a design whose characteristics lie inside the intervals defined by b and B, the function returns 0. Constants A i define the intensity of the penalty. Note that the penalty function applies to the circuit characteristics for a particular corner point.
Since "bad" designs are associated with higher values of the penalty function and "good" designs are associated with 0, the definition of a cost function (which will in turn be minimised by the optimization algorithm) is right at hands:
One can stop the optimization algorithm as soon as the function from eq. (8) reaches 0, since the algorithm found a point in the search space x 0 for which the corresponding design satisfies all performance constraints from eq. (5) in all corners. Furthermore, if the algorithm has a way of detecting the existence of a neighbourhood of x 0 where corresponding designs are all satisfactory, one can tell that the design requirements are too "loose". Ideally the design requirements should be so tight that every satisfactory point in the search space has no neighbourhood where all designs fulfil the design requirements. In such case one could be assured that the capabilities of the technology are fully exploited for the particular circuit structure.
Heuristic corner search
In previous sections robust design was achieved by checking the circuit performance in all relevant corner points of the design (see eq. (3)). Since the total number of corner points grows exponentially with the increasing number of operating conditions and types of circuit elements affected by manufacturing process variations, the analysis of circuit performance becomes intractable. Approaches for reducing the number of analysed corner points become of interest where one replaces the search through the complete set of corners C by its subset C S = {s i : i = 1, 2, . . . , K H }. Consequently the number of checked corners is reduced to K H = |C S | < K and the corresponding term in the cost function becomes:
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Several different heuristics can be defined for choosing the set C S . The method of choice in this paper first examines the individual influences of corner values and corner models. The collected information is used for predicting the corners where circuit characteristics are expected to reach their extreme values, upon which those corners are examined. In the first part the following set of corners is examined:
Based on the results obtained for these corners, further 2N corners are generated (two for every circuit characteristic; one where the lowest value and one where the highest value is expected to take place) and examined: 
By searching through corners defined by eqs. (10) and (11) we need to check only
corners. The price to pay is the risk of obtaining a narrower range for the circuit characteristic y i in case the function D i (x, q) is not monotonic with regard to the intervals enclosing operating conditions and intervals enclosing model parameters of corner models.
Defining tradeoffs
The penalty function r E (x) (or r H (x)) enforces the constraints on circuit performance. Finding a design that satisfies all performance constraints in all corners is not the only goal of automated IC design. Usually one also wants the circuit characteristics to be as good as possible. The 'optimal' circuit's performance is subject to performance constraints and tradeoffs between individual performance measures (eg gain, bandwidth, . . . ). The description of tradeoffs shouldn't affect the enforcement of constraints. In other words tradeoffs become possible only after all constraints are satisfied.
A vector of values
N specifies the tradeoffs. The contribution of tradeoffs to the cumulative cost function should be significantly smaller than the contribution of penalty functions. Say that some circuit performance measure y i is supposed to be as low as possible below B i . It should therefore contribute to the tradeoff part of the cost function only if the respective performance constraint is satisfied. The contribution itself however should be much smaller than the contribution of the respective penalty functon. By taking all these facts into account the following cost function contribution can be used:
By extending the formulation from eq. (12) a general cost function term can be constructed for optimizing N nominal performance measures:
Note that tradeoffs are applied only to the nominal circuit performance (nominal operating conditions and nominal IC fabrication process). In case any of the coefficients T i = ∞, the respective characteristic does not participate in the tradeoff optimization process. Smaller values of T i cause the optimizer to try harder to optimize the respective circuit characteristic at the expense of the remaining circuit characteristics. C is a sufficiently small constant that makes the contribution of the tradeoffs to the cumulative cost function significantly smaller than the contribution of the penalty function (r E (x) or r H (x)). Usually 10 −6 works fine. One can view r T (x) as a tradeoff plane bounded by the steep walls of performance constraints defined by r E (x) (or r H (x)). The individual tradeoff coefficients T i represent the angles between the tradeoff plane and the coordinate axes of the n-dimensional search space.
Handling simulation failures
One also has to consider the case that the simulation itself fails to converge thus rendering the optimization incapable of determining the cost function value for a particular combination of circuit parameters. In some cases the simulator may succeed to simulate certain circuits, but the performance of these circuits is far from the desired performance (e.g. some of the transistors that are supposed to be in saturation, are not). To resolve the problem an additional penalty term r C (x) is introduced. The value of r C (x) for such circuits should be significantly larger than the contribution of the penalty functions r E (x) (or r H (x)). The additional penalty should be proportionate to the severity of the convergence problem (circuit performance problem).
Cumulative cost function
The cumulative cost function can be expressed as the sum of contributions described in previous sections:
In case the r T (x) is omitted, the optimization algorithm will search for a circuit that satisfies the performance constraints. As soon as some circuit with cost function value 0 is found, the optimization can be stopped. When the complete expression in eq. (14) is used as the cost function, a search for a circuit satisfying all design requirements is conducted upon which tradeoffs among individual performance measures are applied and the circuit is further optimized in order to improve its performance at nominal operating conditions. In this case some other stopping condition must be used (i.e. optimization is stopped as soon as simplex size, population diameter, steplength, etc. become small enough). Generally such optimization takes longer to complete.
Results
To illustrate the method, robust design has been applied to the circuit structure in Fig. 1 [14] . The circuit is an amplifier with differential input, differential output and common mode feedback. The M and W/L values of transistors in Fig. 1 (reference circut) were designed by an IC designer.
The pd signal is kept low throughout normal operation so inverter Inv 1 and transistors M 1 and M 2 are irrelevant to the design. An external current source pulls 16 µA from the bias input in order to set the operating point of the circuit. During normal operation V dda is set to 5 V and V ssa to 0 V. The agnd input voltage must be in the middle between V dda and V ssa since it is the analog reference level. The differential input is at v(inp, inn), whereas v(outp, outn) constitutes the differential output. Ideally the cmf input should be kept at v(outp, outn)/2 (output common mode voltage).
In the circuit there are several groups of transistors whose dimensions are mutually dependent. Their ratios were kept constant throughout the search. A similar approach can be found in [15] . The lengths of transistors M 3 . . . 
Design requirements
Note that V ds and V dsat denote the drain-source voltage and the drain-source saturation voltage. For p-MOS they represent the absolute values of respective quantities. Refer to In the AC analysis (transfer function from V(inp, inn) to V(outp, outn)) the gain at 0 Hz, phase margin (difference to 180
• at 0 dB gain) and the frequency where the gain falls to 0 dB are measured. Noise analysis is performed with output at V(outp, outn) and input at voltage source V dif . Input noise spectrum density is measured at two frequencies: 10 Hz (n 1 ) and 1 kHz (n 2 ).
The measure of the amplifier area is defined as the sum of WL products for all transistors in M rel . Table 1 lists the requiremets on circuit characteristics along with penalty and tradeoff coefficients. Table 2 lists the lowest, nominal and highest values of the circuit characteristics found by the heuristic search for the reference circuit. Throughout the experiments C = 10 −6 was used.
The set of corner points
A total of 5 CMOS corners arising from random process variations were examined along with the corners for tem- Table 3 for the complete list of examined values.
To define the penaty function f(x) the simplest possible function was used for g(x) (g(x) = x). In future research we intend to try functions that produce a twice continuously differentiable penalty function f(x). Such cost functions are required by trust region optimization algorithms [16] .
A total of 405 corners for the exhaustive corner search and 13 + 20 = 33 corners for the heuristic corner search must be examined.
Simulation failures and r C (x)
Additional penalty terms were introduced in the following cases: 1. In case a failure in the initial OP analysis occurred a penalty of 10 6 was added. The common mode offset voltage was set to 10 V and the remaining analyses (DC analyses, AC analysis and NOISE analysis) were skipped for the particular corner. All problems encountered in this analysis would reoccur in all other analyses since OP analysis precedes or is included in any other type of analysis. 2. In case a failure in the differential mode DC sweep analysis occurred the linear range was set to 0%. 3. In case of a failure in the common mode DC sweep analysis the lower (upper) bound of the common mode range was set to +5 V (−5V). 4. In case the AC analysis failed, 0 Hz gain, phase margin and 0 dB frequency were set to 0. 5. In case the NOISE analysis failed n 1 (n 2 ) was set to 10 −4 V/Hz 1/2 (10 −5 V/Hz 1/2 ). 6. If any of the failures from cases 1-5 occurred in the first part of the heuristic search, the second part of the search was skipped with additional penalty of 10 9 . 7. In case of a failure in the OP analysis (case 1) when the remaining analyses were skipped for a particular corner, circuit characteristics that were supposed to result from the skipped analyses were set to the values mentioned in cases 2-5.
Results of optimization runs
SPICE was used as the circuit simulator [12] . The optimization method [17, 18] was a modified constrained simplex method based on [19] . Three optimization runs were executed. In every run 12 parameters were optimized (5 transistor widths, 5 transistor lengths and 2 width ratios). In the first run bounds on transistor widths were 5 times lower and 5 times higher than the respective nominal values for the reference circuit. If some lower bound In the first run the computer tried to improve the reference design, which was used as the initial point for the optimization. In the second and third run the computer started with a design that didn't work (all widths were 20 µm, lengths 2 µm, and W 3 /W 4 and W 12 /W 13 ratios were 0.2). In the first and third run the optimization was stopped as soon as the relative simplex size became smaller than 0.001. In the second run the r T (x) term was omitted from the cost function and the optimization was stopped as soon as some circuit with cost function value 0 was found (tradeoffs were not applied).
The nominal circuit performance and worst-case circuit performance are listed in Table 4 . In the nominal corner the common mode offset voltage obtained in the first and second run was worse than in the reference circuit. The linear range from the first run, 0 Hz gain from the second and third run, and the upper bound of the common mode range and noise from all three runs were slightly worse than in the reference circuit. All other performance measures were better in the computer designed circuits than in the reference circuit.
In the respective worst corners the common mode offset voltage from the second run, linear range from the first run, upper bound of the common mode range from the second and third run, and the noise from the first run were slightly worse than in the reference circuit. All other performance measures were better in the computer designed circuits than in the reference circuit. It should however be noted that all circuit performance mesures were within the intervals prescribed in the design requirements. Since the goal of the optimization was a robust circuit, the results for the respective worst corner are more relevant than the results for the nominal corner. A significant decrease of the circuit area was observed. Even in the second run, where tradeoffs were not applied, a 5% decrease compared to the reference circuit's area was observed. When optimizing the reference design (first run), a 30% decrease was obtained. When the optimizer had no initial design (third run), the obtained circuit's area was more than 50% lower than the area of the reference circuit.
If we take a look at the circuit parameters (Table 5) , we can see that the parameters from the second run differ most from the reference circuit. This is expected since the optimization was stopped as soon as some circuit satisfying design requirements was found. No tradeoffs were applied and the circuit wasn't optimized. The results of the first run are (as expected) very close to the reference circuit since the reference circuit was the initial point of the optimization run. Most interesting results came from the third run. They differ somewhat more from the reference circuit than the results of the first run. The largest savings in the circuit area resulted from area reduction of M 4 (75%) and M 13 (37%) since the current mirrors comprise 20 out of 28 optimized transistors in the circuit.
We expect that by replacing the device models (i.e. replacing 0.6-micron process models with 0.35-micron process models) and executing an optimization run, automated technology migration can be achieved [20] . The applicability of our method to technology migration is to be examined in our future work.
Conclusions
The IC design methodology applied by IC designers in their everyday work has been mathematically formulated. The robust design problem was transformed in a constrained optimization problem by means of penalty functions and design optimization was added by using tradeoff planes. Additional penalty functions for circuits that can't be simulated were used to guide the search away from regions of search space that can't be analysed. Robust design requires from the designer to examine the circuit's performance for a large numebr of corners. This makes the problem computationally intractable as the number of operating conditions increases. A heuristic search method was used to reduce the number of examined corners. The method first examines the effect of individual operating conditions upon which it predicts the respective minimum and maximum corner for every circuit characteristic. Robust design is achieved by minimising the cumulative cost function. Any box constrained optimization method can be used. In our experiments a modified constrained simplex method was used due to its performance in past studies.
The automated design and optimization method was tested on an amplifier design problem. Three optimization runs were conducted. The first one tried to improve the reference design's performance that was used as the initial point of the optimization method. In the second one a working circuit was sought starting from a circuit that didn't work. The optimization was stopped as soon as the design requirements were fulfilled without applying any tradeoffs among individual circuit characteristics. The third run was basically the same as the second run except that tradeoffs were applied and the circuit was optimized beyond design requirements.
All three runs resulted in an overall better circuit when compared to the nominal circuit's performance. A bigger difference was observed when comparing the worst characteristic values of computer-sized circuits to the reference circuit. The computer-sized circuits generally outperformed the reference circuit. The difference was especially big when comparing the circuit area of the computer-sized circuit and the reference circuit. The circuit obtained from the third run (without a feasible initial point) had the overall best performance. The probable explanation for this would be that the search in the third run was more globally oriented due to wider explicit constraints and the lack of a good initial point.
All experiments were run on an 450 MHz Intel Pentium III computer with 128 MB of RAM. See Table 6 for the time needed for the above described optimization runs to complete. If we take into account the fact that nowadays the state-of-the-art PC desktop computer is about 5 times faster, the longest optimization runs would complete in 12 hours.
Further acceleration is expected to be achieved by doing the corner analyses for several corners in parallel. In case the aforementioned heuristic search would be used the expected acceleration could reach
(n i − 1) + 1, 2N .
In the examined cases we could expect speedups of up to 13. The achievable speedup would of course be smaller due to the synchronisation penalty. Speedups of 2-3 could easily be achieved by using a cluster of 4-5 workstations. This would bring the optimization time down to 4-6 hours for the sample circuit.
Several possible applications of the method remain to be examined in future research, e.g. optimization of circuit's power consumption (low power design), tuning existing designs as they are reused in newer ICs in order to improve their (worst case) performance (and reduce the occupied silicon area), technology migration of existing designs to newer technologies (i.e. 0.6-micron to 0.35-micron migration), automated synthesis of circuits with a given structure from designer's performance requirements and operating conditions, etc.
A great benefit is expected from parallel processing. Multiple corner points can be analysed in parallel. Furthermore, different types of analysis for the same corner point can also be executed in parallel. Finally a parallel optimization method [21, 22] can be applied to minimise the cumulative cost function. Such multilevel parallelism could exploit the power of large clusters of workstations without utilising parallelism at the simulation level and thus take advantage of the same (thoroughly tested) simulation tools as those currently used in IC design.
